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Key results
• The connectivity of temporoparietal junction
(TPJ) and anterior insula (AI) was dependent
on angry expression processing in the salience
network
• Only the frontal nodes in the salience
network were more sensitive to fearful
expression
• More fearful-dependent nodes were found in
the two body networks including the
extrastriate body area (EBA), superior
temporal sulcus (STS), TPJ, and multiple frontal
nodes
• Overlap among the three networks was found
in the right TPJ, suggesting a hub rule of
distributing body information to different
down-stream systems
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Define salience network
from Yeo’s 17 networks3

ICA network extraction
75 components
• Block design of 12 categories of videos
• Human/Monkey × Face/Body/Object × Normal/Scramble
• 10 videos / category
• ISI = 1.5s (1s video + 0.5s interval)
• IBI = 9-12s jittered

GLM on IC time-courses

• 7T Human fMRI
• TR = 1s
• 1.6 mm isotropic resolution
• Whole-brain coverage
• 17 subjects

• Block-wise estimation
• Define body networks
showing body > object
response
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Experiment 2
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Motivation
Face and body expressions provide crucial
information about potential social threat
An efficient response to such cues requires
cooperation between social perception and
defensive action processing systems, which so
far are mostly studied separately
Here we are specifically interested in the
voxel-network interaction during the crosssystem processing
Two different threat-related social cues were
investigate with naturalistic body expressions:
• defensive action (expressing fear)
• attacking action (expressing anger)
ICA based network analysis1,2 was conducted,
focusing on:
• Salience network4
• Two additional body networks as defined in
Li (2022)2
Modulations of threatening body expression
were tested on both voxel- and networklevels

Functional imaging

Regressing-out
blocks from
single condition
• Mixed design of 5 categories videos
• Angry/Fearful/Neutral Body + Neutral Face + Neutral Object
• Blocked by categories with jittered within block ISI
• 10 videos / category
• ISI = 3s jittered (1s video + 1-3s interval)
• IBI = 12s
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• Two salience network (SN) related
components were detected by the
atlas-based labeling (the results were
combined in the following analysis)
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• Angry body dependent nodes in salience network
X=36

• Two body networks
defined by GLM on IC
time-courses
• Panel (c) & (d)
showing the GLM
betas for each body
network
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• Fearful body dependent nodes in salience network
(SN) and two body networks (BN)
• No angry dependent nodes were found in body
networks
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